We derive the closure relation for N polaritons made of three different types of excitons: bosonized excitons, Frenkel or Wannier excitons. In the case of polaritons made of Wannier excitons, we show how this closure relation, which appears as non-diagonal, may reduce to the one of N elementary bosons, the photons, with its 1/N ! prefactor, or to the one of N Wannier excitons, with its (1/N !) 2 prefactor. Widely different forms of closure relations are thus found depending on the composite bosons at hand. Comparison with closure relations of excitons, either bosonized or kept composite as Frenkel or Wannier excitons, allows us to discuss the influence of a reduction of the number of internal degrees of freedom, as well as the importance of the composite nature of the particles and the existence of fermionic components.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although it is widely claimed that an even number of fermions behaves as a boson, this cannot be fully correct due to a very fundamental reason: replacing a pair of free fermions by an elementary boson is a drastic alteration of phase space. This must in particular reflect strongly through closure relations. We have actually shown [1, 2] that the closure relation for N Wannier excitons, which would read
for bosonized excitons [3, 4] , i.e., excitons with creation operators assumed to be such that B j ′ ,B † j = δ j ′ j , is transformed into (2) when the exciton composite nature of the Wannier excitons is kept, i.e., when the commutator B j ′ , B † j is taken not exactly equal to δ j ′ j .
The huge prefactor change, from 1/N ! to (1/N !) 2 , has drastic consequences on all sum rules: indeed, the ones in the exact fermion subspace differ from the ones in the mapped bosonic subspace, whatever the mapping procedure is. Note that this difference which exists for N = 2 excitons already, i.e. for a vanishingly small density, destroys the widely spread belief that bosonization should be valid in the small density limit at least. * Electronic address: Monique.Combescot@insp.jussieu.fr Difference in closure relations has already been shown to be of practical use: it has allowed us to rederive [1, 5] , without calculation, the puzzling factor 1/2 difference we found between the lifetime of N ground state excitons and the sum of their scattering rates towards all the other N -exciton states, as first derived in [6] through the explicit calculations of these two quantities separately. This quite fundamental factor 1/2 difference between composite and elementary excitons implies that, if we manage to construct a bosonization procedure which gives correct scattering rates, we are going to miss the correct lifetime by a factor of 2: this consequence of bosonization cannot be seen as a marginal effect, definitely.
The prefactor change from 1/N ! to (1/N !) 2 in the closure relation of N Wannier exciton states is however not generic for all composite bosons, as revealed when considering Frenkel excitons. Indeed, while Wannier exciton is constructed on delocalized electron and delocalized hole, so that the corresponding pair has two degrees of freedom, k e and k h , Frenkel exciton is made of atomic excitations, its electron and its hole being on the same site. The corresponding pair thus has one degree of freedom only, the index n of the atomic site which is excited. In a recent work [7] , we have shown that the closure relation for N Frenkel excitons has the same 1/N ! prefactor as the one for N elementary bosons: this is after all reasonable since Frenkel exciton has one degree of freedom only, its wavevector Q just as the localized electron-hole pairs on which they are constructed. On the contrary, in addition to its center-of-mass momentum Q, Wannier exciton has a second degree of freedom, namely its relative motion index η. The two degrees of freedom (η i , Q i ) of Wannier exciton i are nothing but the memory of the two degrees of freedom of the free electrons and free holes, k e and k h , out of which Wannier exciton is made.
Another composite boson of physical interest is clearly the polariton [8] : being linear combination of one elementary boson, the photon, and one composite boson made of two fermions, the exciton, the polariton is a far more complicated particle: depending on the relative weight of the photon in the polariton, i.e., the so-called Hopfield coefficients, the polariton can go from a pure elementary boson to a two-fermion boson. The purpose of this paper is to show how this appears in the closure relation on N polaritons. When compared to the closure relation of N elementary bosons, N Frenkel excitons or N Wannier excitons, the closure relations of N polaritons made of bosonized excitons, Frenkel excitons or Wannier excitons will allow us to better grasp the fundamental consequences of fermionic components in composite bosons.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we come back to the basic idea behind a pair of fermions behaving as a boson, to emphasize difference between elementary and composite bosons. We briefly rederive the closure relations of Wannier and Frenkel excitons with a special focus on the physical origin of the prefactor change. We also recall some fundamental results on polaritons.
In Section III, we mainly derive the closure relation for N polaritons made of photons and Wannier excitons. A convenient way to do this is to start from the one in the uncoupled photon-exciton subspace. Even for N = (2, 3, 4), the expressions obtained appear at first as rather complicated; in particular, in contrast with the closure relation for Wannier excitons, they involve nondiagonal terms in polariton operators. A careful study of these various terms however makes their physical origin rather clear: since polaritons can go from pure photons to pure excitons, this fundamental change has to appear in their closure relation; clearly we must find the elementary boson prefactor 1/N ! if all polaritons are taken as pure photons, and the Wannier exciton prefactor (1/N !) 2 if they are taken as pure excitons, the exciton part of the polaritons appearing explicitely otherwise. We end this Section by studying the effect of the quantum particle composite nature through polaritons made of bosonized excitons. We also study the effect of fermionic components by considering polaritons made of Frenkel excitons. In these last two cases, the closure relation of N polaritons is found to reduce to the one of N elementary bosons.
In the last Section, we compare all the closure relations for composite bosons we now have at hand. This leads us to conclude that it is not so much the composite boson nature of the particles, nor their possible fermionic components, that determine the form of their closure relation. Indeed, we find not only the elementary boson prefactor for very different composite bosons, but also very different prefactors with non-diagonal terms in the specific case of the closure relation for polaritons made of Wannier excitons. The totally compact although rather sophisticated form for the closure relation of polaritons made of Wannier excitons thus constitutes an important milestone in our understanding of the many-body physics of composite quantum particles.
II. ELEMENTARY BOSONS, WANNIER OR FRENKEL EXCITONS, POLARITONS
A. Elementary/composite bosons
The creation operator of elementary composite bosons fulfill both B † j ′ ,B
can be of interest to briefly recall the physical origin of this difference.
Wannier excitons
Wannier excitons exist in semiconductors having excitations well represented by delocalized electrons and delocalized holes. Direct Coulomb processes between one electron and one hole lead to correlated pairs, the excitons, which can be in bound or extended states. These excitons, eigenstates of the semiconductor hamiltonian, thus form a complete set in the one-electron hole pair subspace, their closure relation reading
with the sum taken over bound and extended states. Instead of correlated electron-hole pairs, i.e. excitons, we can also consider free electron-hole pair states
|v . They also form a complete set for the one electron-hole pair subspace, their closure relation reading
From |j = I
1 I
1 |j , we readily find the link between Wannier exciton creation operators and electron-hole creation operators
We now turn to N pairs. Using the above equation, we can rewrite the sum in eq. (2) as
Due to eq. (6), the sum over j 1 reduces to δ k ′ e 1 ke 1
and similarly for the other sums. So that
where
is the closure relation for N free electron states, namely,
and similarly for N free holes. This readily shows that eq. (2) is indeed a closure relation for the N electron-hole pair subspace, one 1/N ! coming from the N free electrons and the other 1/N ! coming from the N free holes out of which the N Wannier excitons are made.
Frenkel excitons
Frenkel excitons are rather different than Wannier excitons due to the underlying tight binding approximation on which these excitons are based. It makes their creation operator reading as
n creates one electron-hole pair on the same atomic site R n , with N S being the number of atomic sites in the sample.
If we now consider one-electron states, their closure relation reads I (e) 1 = n a † n |v v|a n , and similarly for one-hole states reads I
n ′ |v v|b n ′ ; so that the closure relation for all the one-electron-hole pair states appears as
We then note that states in which electron and hole are not on the same site have a much higher energy than states F † n |v , due to the electrostatic energy cost to separate electron from hole in the tight-binding limit [9] . Consequently, the closure relation for the subspace made of the lowest energy electron-hole states can be reduced to the first term of eq. (13) . This phase-space reduction is at the origin of the closure relation difference between Frenkel and Wannier excitons.
If we now use eq. (12), we find due to lattice periodicity
Consequently, I
(F ) 1 is a closure relation for the one-pair states belonging to the lowest energy subspace, i.e., the one of physical relevance.
We now turn to 2-Frenkel exciton states. The closure relation for 2-electron states reads
By writing the one for 2-hole states as
the closure relation restricted to the subspace made of 2-electron-hole states with lowest energy reads as
Eq. (12) then allows to show that
So that, due again to lattice periodicity, we find
The same procedure allows us to show that the closure relation for the lowest energy subspace made of states with electron and hole on the same site, reads [7] 
We wish to insist on the link which exists between the subspace reduction to the lowest energy states (which makes closure relations like the one of eq. (17) only approximate), and the fact that Frenkel excitons have a 1/N ! prefactor in their closure relation, instead of a (1/N !) 2 as for Wannier excitons, these last excitons being made out of the N available free electrons and N available free holes. The change from 1/N ! to (1/N !) 2 actually comes from the tight-binding approximation on which Frenkel excitons are based, and which dramatically reduces the number of pairs out which they are constructed.
C. Polaritons
Let us end this section by recalling some useful results on polaritons [8, 10] . Polaritons are the exact eigenstates of one photon coupled to one exciton. A convenient way to write the photon-semiconductor coupling W ph−sc is
where α † n creates one photon in the eigenmode n, namely |n = α † n |v while Ω nj is the Rabi coupling of this photon to the exciton j. This form allows us to immediately see that photons are predominantly coupled to ground state excitons, their Rabi coupling being the largest, while the Rabi coupling to free electron-hole pairs is essentially constant for each allowed transition.
The closure relation for states made of linear combination of one photon and one exciton,
leads to write one-polariton states as |p = (I
)|p . This shows that the polariton creation operator defined by C † p |v = |p , reads as linear combination of photon and exciton creation operators
In the same way, by using closure for one-polariton states, which are eigenstates of the coupled photonexciton system, we have
From |n = I
1 |n and |j = I
1 |j , we then find that photon and exciton creation operators can be written in terms of polaritons as
The prefactors n |p and j |p are nothing but the socalled Hopfield coefficients [8, 10] . For normalized states
This shows that polaritons can go from pure photon when n |p = 1 to pure exciton when n |j = 1, i.e., from elementary boson to 2-fermion boson. The purpose of the next section is to show how this possible change shows up in the closure relation of N polaritons, starting from
which follows from eqs. (23) and (25,26).
III. CLOSURE RELATION FOR POLARITON STATES
Eq. (24) readily gives the closure relation for N = 1 polariton states in terms of polariton operators as
Let us now see how this simple form transforms when N increases. We start with polaritons made of Wannier excitons.
A. 2-polariton states
Construction of the 2-polariton closure relation
Due to eq.(23), the two-polariton state
j2 |v and one photon-one exciton states α † n B † j |v . So that the closure relation in the 2-polariton subspace has to be the sum of the ones for these three types of states, namely
Since photons are elementary bosons their closure relation reads as eq. (1), while in the case of Wannier excitons the closure relation is given by eq. (2); so that these three terms read as
To get some confidence in the fact that the sum
is indeed a closure relation for two polariton subspace, it is possible to directly check that with this expression of I
2 , we do have We then use the fact that photon and exciton operators act in different subspaces, while v|α n2 α n1 α † n ′ α † n |v = δ n2 n δ n1 n ′ + δ n2 n ′ δ n1 n . This readily gives
p |v , we must remember that, due to eqs. (4, 5) , the scalar product of two Wannier excitons is given by
while from the two ways to form two excitons out of two free electron-hole pairs, we do have
Using these two equations, it becomes easy to show that
So that, by collecting all the terms of eqs. (34,35,38), we end with 
where π (X) p ′ p physically corresponds to the polaritonexciton overlap
being the projector over the one exciton subspace defined in eq. (6). In the same way, by writing α † n in terms of C † p according to eq.(25), and by noting that, due to eq. (22), the projector over the one-photon subspace I , we find that the photon-exciton part is made of two terms
while the photon-photon part is made of three terms
By collecting these three contributions, we find that I
2 , when written in terms of polariton operators, reduces to two terms only, namely
the terms with one polariton-exciton overlap π
p ′ p cancelling exactly.
Analysis of the 2-polariton closure relation
Before going further, let us physically analyse in detail the 2-polariton closure relation (44). If all polaritons were just photons, the projector on exciton subspace would give zero, I
(X) 1 |p = 0; so that the closure relation would reduce to its first term, namely, 1/2 C † p1 C † p2 |v v|C p2 C p1 , this term having the same 1/2 prefactor as the one of the closure relation for two elementary bosons. In the same way, if all the polaritons were only excitons, their projections on the exciton subspace would give I (X) 1 |p = |p ; so that π (X)
we recover the closure relation of two Wannier excitons, with its 1/4 prefactor. Since polaritons are partly photon and partly exciton, the closure relation for polaritons has to include the exciton fraction of these polaritons explicitely. This appears through the matrix elements π (X) p ′ p which allow us to go from the closure relation of pure photons with its 1/2 prefactor, to the closure relation of pure Wannier excitons, with its 1/4 prefactor.
It can be of interest to note that this closure relation for polaritons could as well be written in terms of projections over the photon subspace, instead of projections over the exciton subspace. Due to eq. (28), these two projections are linked by
Using this relation, we can rewrite closure relation (44) in terms of π
This second form of the closure relation for 2-polariton states turns out to be less compact than eq. (44) which uses π (X) p ′ p , since it contains three terms instead of two. It however allows us to readily see that, if all the polaritons were pure excitons, i.e., if all the π A third possibility is to use the difference between the exciton and photon weights of the polariton, namely
Eqs. (45,47) then give the closure relation for 2-polariton states, eq. (44), as
In the case of 2D-microcavity polaritons, these equations could then be further simplified in terms of the explicit Hopfield coefficient for the upper and lower polariton branches, as done in ref. [10] .
B. 3-and 4-polariton states
According to eq. (23), the 3-polariton state
p2 |v contains states with three photons, states with two photons and one exciton, states with one photon and two excitons, and states with three excitons. So that the sum
is a closure relation for 3-polariton states.
Eqs. (2) and (26) readily give the closure relation for states made of 3 excitons as
If we now turn to the closure relation in the subspace made of 3-photon states, eq. (25) allows us to write it as
By using eq. (45) to write π
p ′ p , and by relabelling the bold indices, this I (ν) 3 operator can be rewritten as a sum of terms with zero, one, two and three π (X)
If we now perform the same kind of transformations for the closure relation of states made of two photons and one exciton, namely,
(53) and for states made of one photon and two excitons, namely,
j2 |v v|B j2 B j1 α n1 (54) we find that the closure relation for 3 polaritons which correspond to states made of 3 photons, 2 photons and 1 exciton, 1 photon and 2 excitons, and 3 excitons, reads in terms of polariton operators as
We note that, as for I |p on the exciton subspace would reduce to zero; so that I (P ) 3 would reduce to its first term -which is nothing but the closure relation of 3 photons, i.e., 3 elementary bosons. Contributions to the closure relation of polaritons which are partly photon and partly exciton are far more complicated; they have to contain the excitonic weight of these polaritons explicitely, as seen from eq. (55).
If we now consider 4-polariton states, and follow a similar procedure, we find a term with no polariton-exciton overlap π 
C. N -polariton states made of Wannier excitons
We keep using the same procedure and start from the sum of closure relations in the subspace made of N photons, (N − 1) photons and one exciton, (N − 2) photons and two excitons, and so on... up to the subspace made of N excitons solely. This leads to
According to eqs. (1,2) , we can rewrite the closure relation products as
in which we have set
We then use eqs. (25,26) to rewrite photon and exciton operators in terms of polaritons. This leads to
We can now choose to only keep π
p ′ p , or to introduce their difference π p ′ p .
N -polariton closure relation in terms of exciton weights
To get the closure relation for N polaritons in terms of exciton weights, we rewrite π
p ′ p using eq. (45). By relabelling the bold indices, we end with a closure relation for N polariton states which has the same structure as the one previously found, with terms a priori having (0, 1, 2, . . . , N ) polariton-exciton overlaps π
The above equation already shows one important feature of the closure relation for N polaritons made of Wannier excitons, compared to the photon one written in eq. (1) and the Wannier exciton one written in eq. (2):
N , except for its first term, is not diagonal with respect to polariton operators, the term with n overlaps having n polaritons changing from state p to state p ′ .
The prefactors γ (n)
N in this sum follow from the prefactors of closure relations in the independent photonexciton subspaces and the various relabelling of bold indices. The prefactor of the term with one π (X) p ′ p is found to reduce to zero whatever N is, in agreement with what we previously found, since its general form reads
where C n N = N !/n!(N − n)! is the number of ways to choose n overlaps among N . If we now consider the prefactor of the term with two π (X)
In the same way, the prefactor of the term with three π
and the prefactor of the term with four π
The above results agree with the ones we previously found. While γ
N and γ
N would lead to guess a raher simple form for γ (n) N , its value with n = 4 actually shows that this is not so. It is however possible to put γ 
By writing C n N as N !/n!(N − n)!, this leads to
where F (α, γ; z) is the degenerate hypergeometric function (or confluent hypergeometric function of the first kind [11, 12] ), defined as
Since F (0, 1; 1) = 1, we readily find γ 
We fist note that, using eq. (66), this equation also reads Z N = 1/N ! where
To show that Z N = 1/N !, we first note that 
To go further, we set n ′ = n − p in the last term and note that
For x = 1 this shows that the sum over n in eq. (70) reduces to δ N p . So that eq. (70) leads to
as necessary to prove eq. (68). Hence we recover the closure relation for Wannier exciton (2) if all the polaritons were pure excitons. We thus conclude that, although the closure relation for N polariton states written in eq. (60) is definitely far more complicated than the one for N elementary bosons or for N Wannier excitons, it is yet compact. From it, we can recover expressions like eqs. (1) and (2), with prefactors 1/N ! and (1/N !) 2 when considering polaritons as pure photons or as pure Wannier excitons. However, since polaritons have a mixed nature, as seen through the projection I (X) 1 |p which for most polaritons differs from 0 and |p , the general form of the closure relation for N polariton states (60) has to be more complicated than the one of N photons or N Wannier excitons; in particular most of its terms are non-diagonal with respect to polariton operators.
N -polariton closure relation in terms of photon weights
To get the closure relation for N polaritons in terms of photon weights, we just have to rewrite in eq. (59) π
over the photon subspace. The closure relation for N -polariton states then appears as
in the closure relation (60) when written in terms of exciton weights, except that p! and (N − p)! are exchanged, as reasonable due to their physical origin. They precisely readγ
This immediately shows thatγ N in a similar way in terms of hypergeometric functions, according toγ
where the hypergeometric function U (a, c; z), also called confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind [11, 12] , is linked to the function G(α, β; z) introduced by
In the same way as for eq. (68), it is possible to show that
in order to go from the (1/N !) 2 prefactor of Wannier excitons to the 1/N ! prefactor of elementary bosons.
N -polariton closure relation in terms of weight differences
The closure relation for N polaritons in terms of weight differences, which is an alternative to eq. (60) and (72), can be derived by using the weight difference π p ′ p defined in eq. (47). This projector difference is quite interesting since it treats on an equal footing the excitonic weight and the photonic weight of the polariton; therefore, we expect prefactors equivalent to γ By writing π
, we see that, in eq. (59), the first product on i (respectively the second product on j), contains C l k (respectively C m N −k ) terms that appear with exactly l (respectively m) factors of the type −π p ′ p (respectively +π p ′ p ), the other products involving trivial δ p ′ p . By relabelling the {p ′ } and {p} indices in every term of sum (59), we find, after commutations of the corresponding C † p ′ j and C pj operators, that all these terms look identical and have a δ p ′ p for the last (l + m) indices. Using them to simplify the sums, we get
We now come back to I 
By introducing n ≡ (l + m), we finally get after simplification of all indices
which is an alternative form for the closure relation given in eqs. (60) and (72), but written in terms of weight differences π p ′ p . Γ 
D. Effects of fermionic components in polaritons
In order to better grasp the importance of fermionic components in the closure relation of composite bosons, let us add two more closure relations to the four we already have at hand, namely the ones for bozonized excitons, Wannier excitons, Frenkel excitons and polaritons made of Wannier excitons. These are the ones for polaritons made of bosonized excitons and polaritons made of Frenkel excitons. We are going to show that, in these two cases, in spite of the composite nature of the quantum particles, the closure relation is just the one of N elementary bosons.
In order to make things simpler, we restrict the derivation of these new closure relations to the case of 2-polariton states. The closure relation I (P ) 2 for two polaritonsP either made of Frenkel excitons, or made of prefactor. In contrast, the closure relation for polaritons made of bosonized excitons or Frenkel excitons, simply is the one of N elementary bosons.
The fact that, unlike all the other closure relations we have up to now obtained, the closure relation for N polaritons made of Wannier excitons is non-diagonal in polariton operators, outlines the inherent complexity of the internal structure of Wannier exciton polaritons as composite bosons. Most notably, as for the lifetime of NWannier exciton states due to Coulomb scatterings [6] , the complex structure of the closure relation for Wannier exciton polaritons is going to induce noticeable differences with elementary bosons in all physical quantities involving sum rules.
